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 If the goal of our dialogue was to build agreement or consensus, then 

this engagement between economics and theology might judged by other 

perhaps even demonstrated in actu

a conversation, then even our continued disagreements will represent a 

 But before moving on to a couple of more substantive points, let me 

suggest that I somehow failed to keep up my end of the bargain�that 

charge was to answer the question: �Is economic globalization good or 

have come to the dialogue with this narrow assignment in mind, my notes 

had agreed that I should write an essay that would summarize �what every 

theologian wishes economists understood about the theological critique of 

globalization;� Richardson, in turn, was charged with writing a converse 

essay: �what every Christian economist wishes theologians understood 
1 Somehow in the process Richardson 

Well, it would have required that I take as �given� precisely what is at 
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according to the �house rules� of economics�and as we all know, the 

disciplines and disciplinary standards�to be puzzling, frustrating, a tad 

is simply a huge adventure in missing the point, now turned into some 

seems to assume that any critique of �foundationalism� is equivalent 

readily see the non sequitur here and can thus discern that Richardson�s 

observation; the issue is the conditions under which such observation takes 

irresponsible musings of mushy theologians, I would encourage him to 

carefully consider the same arguments offered by social scientist Christian 

 Second, Richardson was hoping for more constructive, concrete 

a couple of gestures in that direction, though I recognize that I am not 

not think the theological criticisms I articulated entail an �inherently 

concerns I sketched require some utopian, revolutionary instantiation of 

an ideal ex nihilo

to imagine a plurality of overlapping economies and orders of commerce 

proposed as national policies but rather as alternative economies that could 

(and more importantly, share a narrative and practices that inform such a 

globalized long before the market, so the church could be a transnational 
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lead (as I mentioned last time), even such an alternative economics would 

have to recognize that perhaps other economic orderings are dominant in 

could encourage economic practices that embody an alternative to the 

dominant economy while also looking for strategic ways to collaborate 

with�and contribute to�the dominant economy, even if their ultimate 
2 In short, I think there 

it would be along the lines of a distributism as sketched by Belloc and 

 I remain grateful for this exchange and only hope, even in its zigs and 

zags, that the encounter will prove helpful in advancing a much needed 

Endnotes !
 
Richardson�s charge that I have not undertaken the assignment, or " !
might be a relevant way to describe the sort of alternative economy 

�there are ways in which one can rightly say that globalization was 
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